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Fermat's last theorem, which may be now called Andrew Wiles theorem,
asserts the nonexistence of positive integral solution in x, y, and z for the
n n n w xDiophantine equation x q y s z with n G 3; see Taylor and Wiles 3
w xand Wiles 4 . An equivalent statement of the theorem is that the Fermat
 . n ncurve in u, ¨ plane determined by the Fermat equation u q ¨ s 1 with
n G 3 passes through no points with rational coordinates.
What we shall show here is that Fermat's last theorem, FLT for short, is
equivalent to a combinatorial identity involving a finite sum of rank 4. As
will be seen later, the identity may also be restated equivalently as an
 .algebraic proposition asserting the divisibility by a factor 1 y t of a kind
of polynomial in t.
 a b .For given positive integers a, b, and m, let N x q y s m denote the
number of positive integral solutions in x and y of the Diophantine
equation x a q y b s m. Sometimes we will write the Kronecker symbol d mn
 .in the form d m, n which takes value 1 or 0 according as m s n or
m / n.
 a b .LEMMA 1. The number N x q y s m may be computed ¨ia a combi-
natorial sum of rank 4, namely,
N x a q y b s m .
¨ xqyquq¨u m q 1s y1 , 1 .  .    ba  / /  /y u q ¨ q 1xxG1 yG1 uG1 ¨G1
where the repeated summation is taken o¨er all possible integers u, ¨ , x, and y
w xwithin the inter¨ al 1, m y 1 .
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Proof. The proof needs only to utilize the following two familiar
w xcombinatorial identities 2
n p q q q n q 1p q k q q n y k s 2 .  /  /p q  /p q q q 1
ks0
and
n kkq j ny1 s d n , j , 3 .  .  .  / /j k
ksj
 w x .which are special cases of Gauss]Vandermonde's theorem cf. 1 , pp. 2]3
b y a . nyn , aF s ,2 1  /b b . n
 .  .  .  .where b s 1 and b s b b q 1 ??? b y n y 1 / 0. Indeed, it is easily0 n
n q 2 yn , p q 1 .  .  .  .verified that 2 is given by the value of F , and 3 may be2 1n y2 y n
 .seen at once since the left-hand side of 3 may be written as
n n y jn nky j nyjy1 s 1 y 1 . .  . /  /j j /k y j
ksg
 .Note here that 2 is equivalent to
s
s q 1k s y k s . 4 .  /  /  /n m n q m q 1
ks0
 .Let us start with the right-hand side of 1 . Making the substitution
 .  .s s u q ¨ and applying the formulas 4 and 3 successively, we find that
the right-hand side summation may be evaluated as
m m s y uxqy s u m q 1y1 y1 .  .    ba  / / 5 /y s q 1xxG1 yG1 ss2 us1
m s q 1xqy s m q 1s y1 y1 .  .   a b  / /x q y q 1 s q 1
xG1 yG1 ss2
xqyqx aqy b a bs y1 d m q 1, x q y q 1 .  . 
xG1 yG1
s d m , x a q y b s N x a q y b s m , .  . 
xG1 yG1
a b  .wherein it has been noticed that x q y q x q y ' 0 mod 2 for integers
 .x G 1 and y G 1. Hence 1 is verified.
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COROLLARY.
N x a1 q x a2 q ??? qx at s m .1 2 t
u u u1 2 ts ??? ??? ???      a a a1 2 t /  /  /x x x1 2 tx G1 x G1 x G1 u G1 u G1 u G11 2 t 1 2 t
m q t y 1
t x qx q ??? qx qu qu q ??? qu1 2 t 1 2 t= y1 . .u q t y 1 i 0 0
is1
Returning now to the Fermat equation x n q y n s mn with n G 3 and m G 2,
we may make use of Lemma 1 with a s b s n and m being replaced by mn.
 .  n n n.Thus from 1 we can infer that FLT : N x q y s m s 0 is just
equi¨ alent to the combinatorial equation
n n
m m my1 my1 n¨ xqyquq¨u m q 1 y1 s 0. 5 .  .n    n  / /  /y u q ¨ q 1xxs1 ys1 us1 ¨s1
More precisely, we ha¨e the following proposition.
 .PROPOSITION 1. The ¨alidity of 5 for all m G 2 and n G 3 not only
implies but also is implied by FLT.
 .Surely a direct verification of 5 should be as equally difficult as that of
proving FLT. Proposition 1 also indicates that a binomial coefficient
identity involving a finite number of terms could be as deep as FLT.
For given m G 2 and n G 3, let us introduce a polynomial in t of the
form
n n
m m my1 my1 nm q1¨ xqyquq¨uf t s yt . 6 .  .  .n    nm , n  /  /  /yx u q ¨ q 1xs1 ys1 us1 ¨s1
Evidently this polynomial is of degree less than mn q 2m and has the
factor t 4. This kind of polynomial may be used to characterize FLT with its
 .divisibility by the factor 1 y t .
Notice that Proposition 1 leads to the following reversible logical impli-
cations:
FLT m 4 m G 2, n G 3 .  .
m F t ' F t y F 1 m G 2, n G 3 .  .  .  .m , n m , n m , n
m F t has a factor 1 y t m G 2, n G 3 . .  .  .m , n
Thus we may state the following proposition.
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PROPOSITION 2. FLT is equi¨ alent to the di¨ isibility property
1 y t N F t m G 2, n G 3 7 .  .  .  .m , n
 .or F t s 0.m , n
In closing this short note let us make the following proposal.
 .AN OPEN QUESTION. Is it possible to demonstrate 5 or the di¨ isibility
 .property 7 using some purely combinatorial tools or algebraic processes? If
this could be answered positi¨ ely, it would mean that a purely combinatorialr
algebraic proof of FLT is achie¨ ed.
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